Signal-to-noise and contrast in fast spin echo (FSE) and inversion recovery FSE imaging.
Fast spin echo (FSE) imaging has recently experienced a renewed enthusiasm in the clinical setting for its ability to provide high contrast T2-weighted images in short imaging times. This article evaluates the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) properties of the FSE sequence, inversion recovery (IR) FSE sequence, and conventional SE imaging. The results indicate that FSE imaging displays similar contrast properties to SE imaging, but that the SNR and CNR are improved secondary to the longer TRs and longer effective TEs that may be used. The SNR per unit time of the FSE sequence, and hence its efficiency, is at least a factor of 8 better than the SE sequence when 16 echoes are acquired for each excitation. The addition of a slice selective inversion pulse in IR-FSE allows rapid generation of IR images with image contrast similar to that of conventional IR sequences. When used with a multicoil array for abdominal, pelvic, and spine imaging, the IR-FSE sequence produces images that are virtually free of motion artifact from the subcutaneous fat immediately adjacent to the coils. Both FSE and IR-FSE, when compared with SE imaging, provide superior image contrast and SNR in reduced imaging time.